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AN INSPIRED CHOICE FOR YOUR SPECIAL DAY

Tradition meets trend amidst the non-stop buzz of vibrant Bangkok. The city’s first truly urban design hotel: A place where everything converged - cultures, fashions, flavours, people.

Overlooking the verdant green of Lumpini Park, steps away from Bangkok’s buzzing nightlife and shopping districts, rises Sofitel So Bangkok. A bold statement of art and design. The result of a one-of-a-kind collaboration between an award-winning architect and five of Thailand’s leading designers. Experience The Five Elements - Water, Earth, Wood, Metal, Fire - each re-interpreted to form a fusion of sensations. Drawing on the mysteries of The Five Elements is the Tree of Life, an iconic emblem created by world-renowned designer, Monsieur Christian Lacroix.

Modern and distinct, the 238 rooms and suites offer four styles of design, inspired by the elements of Water, Earth, Wood and Metal. Select a space that reflects your mood as you celebrate your special day; all equipped with a big ultra, cosy MyBed™ and high-tech features, including Apple Mac mini solution system. A So Studio room comes as standard with most wedding packages. Or splash out on a Suite, Loft or VIP room for the ultimate night of dreaming.

Share the energy, enjoy the tranquility. The perfect blend of sophistication and glitz. Sofitel So Bangkok - make your wedding the talk of the town.
A glittering ballroom or rooftop al fresco. Asian chic or fairytale wonderland. Whatever your preference, our InspiredMeetings™ team is dedicated to making your wedding day truly special.

From dining options to technology requirements, seating to décor, your needs will be taken care of by our experienced team. Every detail bespoke, every moment planned to perfection.
AN ICONIC SPACE

The stage is set. The shimmering ballroom is a modern interpretation of a Parisian opera house. High ceilings, a pillar-less space to play with, an entire wall HD projection and built-in audio sound system. Champagne and canapes in the pre-function area. A red carpet to usher guests in.
INTIMATE SURROUNDINGS

PARK SOCIETY
For a more exclusive celebration, revel in the unique setting of Park Society. A futuristic maze of bold design. Inspiring views of Lumpini Park below. The starry sky of Bangkok overhead. Sit indoors or out, and enjoy bespoke culinary creations.

GARDEN PARTY AT SOLARIUM
Playful and fun. On the 10th floor, an oasis lawn under the bare sky. A casual setting by the pool to party the night away.
IMAGINATION AT PLAY

Bold and evocative. Memorable and diverse. Each one of our wedding themes offers a unique interpretation of the meaning of love, from the childlike fancy of Alice in Wonderland to the Paris of yesteryear. From start to finish; each theme becomes reality in our shimmering ballroom with incredible décor and passionate design.

To accompany your chosen theme, a variety of dining options to choose from. Afternoon tea madam style, or custom-made cocktails and pass-around delicacies are perfect for a more intimate celebration. For a grander affair, choose from inspired buffet selections, a modern Chinese banquet, or a range of set menus. Every dish artfully prepared and served with passion.
A fairytale wedding, a wedding inside a dream, inside your dream. Inspired by Lewis Carroll’s famous tale Mad Hatter cakes, pastel colours, centrepiece flowers in a teapot. Put reality aside and let your imagination run free.
PARIS, JE T’AIME
Where love is the centre of everything. Bring your bohemia and your joie de vivre for the celebration of a very Parisian love story. Classical touches and French-inspired styling, Eiffel Tower centrepieces, French music, Dragées on the tables.
SHANGHAI AI
Contemporary, trendy, colourful. A wedding where tradition and modernity come together to celebrate true love. Floral creations, a sky of colourful lanterns. Age-old traditions meet modern Asian glam.

DOUBLE HAPPINESS
A Chinese paradise. A place where harmony and love come to life to create a whole. Projected images of Shangri-la adorn the walls. Tables decorated with bamboo sunk into water with flowers on top. Classical Chinese music to capture the mood.